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Abstract. The MPC-in-the-head construction (Ishai et al., STOC’07)
give zero-knowledge proofs from secure multiparty computation (MPC)
protocols. This paper presents an efficient MPC protocol for permuting
a vector of values, making use of the relaxed communication model that
can be handled by the MPC-in-the-head construction. Our construction
allows more efficient ZK proofs for relations expressed in the Random
Access Machine (RAM) model. As a standalone application of our construction, we present batch anonymizable ring signatures.
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Introduction

Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP) are cryptographic protocols that allow one party
— the Prover — to convince another party — they Verifier — in the correctness
of a statement, with the Verifier learning nothing besides the fact that the statement holds. The language of statements and their truth values are given in terms
of a specified relation R ⊆ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ . A statement is some x ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
known both to the Prover and the Verifier. The Prover attempts to convince
the Verifier that there exists some w (or: the Prover knows some w), such that
(x, w) ∈ R.
There exist different techniques for turning the description of the relation
R into a ZKP, based on various kinds of interactive proofs, or different secure
multiparty computation techniques. This work best when R is represented as an
arithmetic circuit, or a boolean circuit. The translation is less straightforward
when R is represented as a computation in the Random Access Memory (RAM)
model. In this case, if the whole computation is not translated first into a circuit
(which has its own overheads), one will separately translate the behaviour of the
processing unit, and the behaviour of the memory. These two behaviours have
to be related to each other, and this requires showing that the load- and storecommands read and write the same values at both sides. Showing the equality
?
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of loaded and stored values requires us to sort these actions by the memory
addresses; in ZKP, this amounts to a permutation, and to a sortedness check.
A universal representation for permutations works by fixing a routing network [34, 4], and giving the bits that state how each switching element must
route its two incoming values. This representation is equally well usable with
any ZKP technique. If there have been n memory operations in the program,
then the size of the routing network is O(n log n). If n is close to the total number of operations needed to express the relation R, then the size of the routing
network may be the dominant component in the complexity of the ZK proofs
for R.
MPC-in-the-head [23] is a ZKP technique that internally makes use of secure
multiparty computation protocols. Compared to other techniques, it has good
running time for the Prover, a decent running time for the Verifier, but longer
proofs. Nevertheless, there are a number of ZK proof systems built upon this
technique [17, 9, 1]. The MPC-in-the-head technique is also expected to compose
well with other ZKP techniques.
In this paper, we propose a O(n)-complexity MPC-in-the-head based method
to verify the correctness of the application of a permutation to a vector of values.
Our method, which is basically a secure multiparty computation protocol for
a communication model that fits into the MPC-in-the-head technique, can be
composed with other protocols in the same communication model, hence bringing
down the complexity of ZKP protocols for relations represented in the RAM
model. We present our construction in Sec. 4, after discussing related work in
Sec. 2 and giving the preliminaries in Sec. 3.
The main application of our construction would be in a ZK proof system,
where it would support the encoding of interesting relations R. In this paper,
we demonstrate a more stand-alone application of it — batch anonymizable ring
signatures. In this setting there are a number of message digests and a number of public (verification) keys, and one party has a signature to each of the
digests with respect to one of the keys. This party wants to prove that it has
these signatures, but does not want to reveal them, nor does he want to reveal
which digest has been signed with which key. If there are m keys and ` digests,
then the existing techniques allow such proof to be created with the complexity
O(m`). We show how to bring the complexity down to O(m + `). We present
this construction in Sec. 5.

2

Related Work

Zero-knowledge proofs were first proposed in [20]. In this section, we cannot
hope to give an overview of all the advancements thereafter. Rather, we refer
to the course notes [32] discussing interactive proofs and their zero-knowledge
variants.
The MPC-in-the-head construction was proposed in [23, 24]. A number of ZK
proof systems have been built on top of this construction [17, 9, 1, 25].
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Permutations in ZK proofs and MPC protocols have received their share
of attention, and so have the means of connecting the processing unit and the
memory unit in encoding RAM-based computations in both ZK proofs and MPC
protocols. Laur et al. [27] were among the first to propose a composable MPC
protocol for secret sharing based protocols; Laud [26] built oblivious reading
and writing operations on top of it. For garbled circuits, Zahur and Evans [35]
proposed similar constructions. For ZK proofs, Ben-Sasson et al. [2] used routing
networks to connect the processing unit and the memory unit in a RAM-based
computation. Bootle et al. [6] lifted a technique by Neff [28] for verifying that two
encrypted vectors are permutations of each other, into the encodings of relations
of ZK proofs; this technique is interactive and requires the operations in the
encoding of the relation to work over large fields. Making proofs of permutations
in private fashion has also been an important component of electronic voting
systems; an overview of such cryptographic mix-nets is given in [21].
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Preliminaries

In this paper, [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. We use bold font to denote vectors:
v = (v1 , . . . , vn ) is a vector of length n.
3.1

Secure multiparty computation

A secure multiparty computation (MPC) protocol allows n parties P1 , . . . , Pn to
jointly evaluate a publicly-known function f : ({0, 1}m )n → {0, 1}` , where the ith party supplies the i-th argument of the function. All parties learn the output.
An n-party protocol Πf is passively secure against k parties, if for any i1 , . . . , ik ,
the view of the coalition of parties {Pi1 , . . . , Pik } can be simulated, given the
inputs xi1 , . . . , xik of these parties, as well as the output of the function.
Let A ⊆ {0, 1}∗ be a finite set. Let A⊥ = A ∪ {⊥}, where ⊥ denotes the
absence of a value. A (n, k)-secret sharing scheme for A consists of a randomized
algorithm Share : A → An and a deterministic algorithm Combine : An⊥ →
A⊥ , such that the output of Share, where restricted to at most k positions, is
independent from the input, and, for all x ∈ A, for all (x1 , . . . , xn ) that can be
output by Share(x), and for all (x01 , . . . , x0n ) ∈ A⊥ , where x0i ∈ {xi , ⊥} and the
number of non-⊥ elements x0i is at least (k+1), we have Combine(x01 , . . . , x0n ) = x.
A (n, k)-secret sharing scheme may be a significant component of n-party
MPC protocols secure against k parties. In this case, the private values are
held by secret-sharing them among the n parties. For operations with private
values, one needs cryptographic protocols that take the shares of the inputs of
the operation as the input, and return to the parties the shares of the output [19,
16]. Typically, the function f is given by an arithmetic circuit that implements
it. The inputs and outputs of f , as well as the intermediate values computed
in the circuit are elements of A, which is required to be an algebraic structure,
typically a ring (or, more strongly, a field). The inputs of the circuit are shared
by the parties holding them. The operations in the circuit are addition and
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multiplication in the ring A. The parties execute a protocol for each operation
in the circuit, eventually obtaining the shares of the output value, which they
all learn by running the Combine-algorithm.
Given a value v ∈ A that is held in secret-shared form as part of a MPC
protocol, we denote the sharing by JvK, and the individual share of the i-th party
by JvKi . The write-up JwK ← JuK + JvK denotes the execution of the protocol for
addition by all the parties, where the inputs are the shares of u and v, and the
output shares define the value of w. Similar write-up is used for other operations
with secret-shared data.
A secret sharing scheme over a ring A is linear if the operations Share and
Combine are linear between the rings A and An [31, 12]. In this case, the protocol
for JuK + JvK is just the addition of the corresponding shares of u and v by each
party. Similarly, the protocol for c · JuK, where c ∈ A is public, requires each
party to multiply its share with c. The protocol for JuK · JvK is more complex;
its details depend on the details of the secret sharing scheme, and it requires
communication among participants.
Passive security for MPC protocol sets is defined through the simulation
paradigm [18]. The view of a party in a protocol consists of the inputs of this
party, the randomness this party generates, and the messages this party receives from other parties; these values allow one to perform all computations
of that party, in particular find the messages it sends to other parties, and the
values it outputs at the end of the protocol. The protocol Πf for n parties is
passively secure against the coalition Pi1 , . . . , Pik , if there exists an algorithm
S (the simulator), such that for any x1 , . . . , xn , the joint view of Pi1 , . . . , Pik
in Πf , where the input of Pj is xj , is indistinguishable from the output of
S(xi1 , . . . , xik , f (x1 , . . . , xn )).
3.2

Honest-verifier zero-knowledge proofs

Let R ⊆ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ , which we also think of as a function R : {0, 1}∗ ×
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}. Write LR = {x ∈ {0, 1}∗ | ∃w ∈ {0, 1}∗ : (x, w) ∈ R}. We assume that R is a NP-relation, i.e. the function R is polynomial-time computable,
and there exists a polynomial p, such for all x ∈ LR , there exists w ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
such that (x, w) ∈ R and |w| ≤ p(|x|).
A protocol ΠR is a Σ-protocol for a given NP-relation R, if it is a protocol
between two parties P and V with the following properties
– Structure: both P and V receive x ∈ {0, 1}∗ as input. P also receives
w ∈ {0, 1}∗ as input. P sends the first message α to V . V generates a
random β (does not depend on x or α), and sends it to P as the second
message. P sends the third message γ to V . V runs a check on x, α, β, γ and
either accepts or rejects.
– Completeness: if (x, w) ∈ R, then V definitely accepts.
– Special soundness: there exists a number s, such that if the transcripts
(x, α, βi , γi ) for i ∈ [s] with mutually different βi -s are all accepted by V ,
then a w satisfying (x, w) ∈ R can be efficiently found from these transcripts.
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– Special honest-verifier zero-knowledge: there exists a simulator that
on input x ∈ LR and a random β, outputs α, γ, such that the distribution
of (x, α, β, γ) is indistinguishable from the transcripts of the real protocol.
A Σ-protocol is an instance of honest-verifier zero-knowledge (HVZK) proofs
of knowledge (PoK). It can be turned into a non-interactive ZK PoK using the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic [15]. The same heuristic is usable if the protocol has more
rounds, as long as all challenges from the verifier are freshly generated random
numbers. In this paper, we only consider honest verifiers, as the heuristic is
already usable for them.
Let G be a cyclic group of size p, generated by g, and having a hard Discrete Logarithm problem. Camenisch and Stadler [8] studied HVZK PoKs in the
setting of showing equalities among the elements of such groups. They have introduced a language for specifying the knowledge that the Prover claims to have.
In contemporary notation, a problem description in their language has the form
PK{(x1 , . . . , xk ) | F}, where x1 , . . . , xk are variables taking values in Zp , and F
is a monotone Boolean formula, the atoms of which are statements that either
an arithmetic expression (over Zp ) involving x1 , . . . , xk is zero, or a product of
elements of G with exponents being arithmetic expressions involving x1 , . . . , xk ,
is the unit element of the group. Beside x1 , . . . , xk , the atomic statements in F
use elements of Zp and G which are known to both the Prover and the Verifier.
The problem PK{(x1 , . . . , xk ) | F} requests the Prover to convince the Verifier
that he knows values v1 , . . . , vk ∈ Zp for x1 , . . . , xk , which make F true. The
simplest example of expressing Prover’s knowledge is the statement of knowing
the discrete logarithm of an element h ∈ G; the write-up is PK{(x) | g x = h}.
Camenisch and Stadler [8], and Camenisch et al. [7] have given a general mechanism for constructing HVZK PoKs for the problems stated in this language; these
protocols are actually Σ-protocols. Given a PoK problem PK{(x1 , . . . , xk ) | F}
and values v1 , . . . , vk known by Prover which fulfill that problem statement, we
denote the execution of the Camenisch-Stadler protocol for this PoK problem
with these values by PK{(x1 , . . . , xk ) | F}(v1 , . . . , vk ).
3.3

The IKOS construction

Fix n and m, as well as a secret-sharing scheme. For the relation R, n ∈ N and
x ∈ {0, 1}∗ , define the function fRx : ({0, 1}m )n → {0, 1} by fRx (w1 , . . . , wn ) =
R(x, Combine(w1 , . . . , wn )). Let ΠfRx be a MPC protocol for fRx , passively secure against k ≥ 2 parties. The IKOS construction [23] turns the family of
protocols {ΠfRx }x into a Σ-protocol for the relation R, also assuming the existence of commitments. In this construction, the prover first secret shares w by
(w1 , . . . , wn ) ← Share(w). He executes the protocol ΠfRx with inputs w1 , . . . , wn
“in his head”, i.e. simulates the views of all n parties. The Prover then commits
to the views of all parties, and sends the commitments to the Verifier. The latter randomly picks a set of indices {i1 , . . . , ik }. The Prover opens the views of
the i1 -th, i2 -th, . . . , ik -th simulated party to the Verifier, who checks that the
obtained output is 1, and the views of the simulated parties are consistent with
each other.
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A MPC protocol consists of two kinds of steps. In the first kind, a party
performs local computations. In the second kind, two parties perform a particular
two-party computation, the sending and receiving of a message, which we could
denote as (x, ⊥) 7→ (⊥, x). In the IKOS construction, the verifier checks the
correctness of both kinds of steps for all simulated parties whose views have
been opened.
The correctness checks for the second kind of steps are possible for those
pairs of simulated parties that both have their views opened to the verifier. For
verifying these steps, the actual two-party functionality being executed makes no
difference; it may be more complex than sending and receiving a message. This
was used in the ZKBoo [17] ZK proof system, where an n-party MPC-in-thehead protocol for evaluating arithmetic circuits over a finite ring A was proposed,
with passive security against (n − 1) parties. The two-party functionality used
by their protocol is oblivious linear evaluation, where the first party (“sender”)
inputs a pair of values (x, r) ∈ A, the second party (“receiver”) inputs a value
y ∈ A, the sender learns nothing, and the receiver learns xy − r.
In the ZKBoo MPC-in-the-head protocol, private values are additively shared,
i.e. v ∈ A is represented
as JvK, where JvKi are random elements of A subject
Pn
to the condition i=1 JvKi = v. For adding two private values, or multiplying
a private value with a constant, each party performs that same operation with
his shares. For multiplying private values JuK and JvK, the parties execute the
protocol in Alg. 1. We see that each pair of parties (Pi , Pj ) runs an instance
of oblivious linear evaluation in order to share between themselves the product
JuKi · JvKj .
Data: private values JuK, JvK
Data: private value JwK, such that w = uv
foreach i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j do
(i) $

Pi picks a random rij ← A
Pi and Pj run oblivious linear evaluation, with
(i)
Pi (sender) inputs (JuKi , rij )
Pj (receiver) inputs JvKj
(i)
(j)
Output of Pj is rij ← JuKi · JvKj − rij
foreach i ∈ [n] do
P
(i)
(i)
Pi computes JwKi ← JuKi · JvKi + 1≤j≤n (rij + rji )
j6=i

Return JwK

Algorithm 1: Multiplying two private values in ZKBoo

The protocol in Alg. 1, together with the protocols for adding private values
and multiplying them with public constants, as well as protocols for secretsharing an input value (the party doing the sharing generates a random element
of A as the share of each party, subject to their sum being equal to the value to
be shared), and recovering an output of the computation (all parties send their
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shares to all other parties; each party adds up the shares), is a n-party protocol
passively secure against (n − 1) parties. Indeed, all messages a party receives,
either during the sharing an input value, or as the receiver in an oblivious linear
evaluation functionality, or during the recovery of outputs, are uniformly random
elements of A (in case of output recovery, subject to their sum being equal to
the actual output, which is given to the simulator), hence can be simulated as
such. These values remain uniformly random if we combine the views of up to
(n − 1) parties.
3.4

Motivation: simulating computations

Existing MPC protocols, and ZK proof protocols built on top of them, are suitable if the computed function f or the relation R is represented as an arithmetic
circuit. In practice, such f and R are usually represented differently. They are
usually given in a format executable by a computer, i.e. as programs in an imperative language, i.e. as programs for a Random Access Machine (RAM). These
programs can invoke storing and loading operations against memory, the cells of
which are addressable with the elements of A. These operations, and the memory
structure are not easily converted into an arithmetic circuit.
For verifying that R(x, w) = 1, where R is given as a RAM program, one
commonly splits the execution of R on the RAM into two parts, proves the correctness of execution separately, and then shows that the two parts are connected
in the right manner [2]. The first part of execution is the processing unit; the
proof shows that at each execution step, the instruction was decoded correctly,
and the result of the instruction was correctly computed from its inputs. The
second part of the execution is the memory; the proof shows that for each memory cell, the value read from it is the same that was written to it previously. The
two parts have to be connected — the sequence of load- and store-commands has
to be the same at both sides. The ZK proof must check that the same sequence
appears at both parts.
At processor side, it is natural to order the sequence of load- and storecommands by timestamps. When verifying the correctness of the steps made
by the processor, at each execution step we need to know what value was load
from the memory, or what value was stored there (if any). At memory side, it is
natural to order this sequence first by memory address, and then by timestamps.
In this manner, it is easy to verify that for each memory cell, the value loaded
from there was the same that was either stored there, or loaded from there
the previous time the same cell was accessed. Hence we need to show that two
sequences are permutations of each other. For added flexibility, we want to have
the permutation as a separate object, because we may need to show that several
sequences are related to each other through the same permutation.

4

Our construction

We will now present our permutation protocol, which can be used to for the permutation functionality in a linear secret sharing based protocol set implementing
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the ABB for MPC-in-the-head. Let Sm denote the group of permutations of m
elements. Given a private representation of a permutation σ ∈ Sm , and a vector
of shared values JvK = (Jv1 K, . . . , Jvm K), where vi ∈ A, we want to have a protocol for obtaining Jσ(v)K = (Jvσ(1) K, . . . , Jvσ(m) K). If the protocol is executed by
n parties, then we want it to be passively secure against a coalition of (n − 1)
parties.
The permutation σ is part of the witness, hence the Prover has to secretshare it among the n simulated parties. We let the private representation of σ to
be J[σ]K = (J[σ]K1 , . . . , J[σ]Kn ), where J[σ]Ki is a random permutation of m elements,
subject to the constraint σ = J[σ]Kn ◦ · · · ◦ J[σ]K1 . Assuming that additive sharing
is used for the values v ∈ A, the protocol for obtaining Jσ(v)K from J[σ]K and JvK
is given in Alg. 2.

Data: private vector JvK, private permutation J[σ]K
Result: private vector JwK, where wi = vσ(i)
Jw(0) K ← JvK
for i = 1 to n do
foreach j ∈ [n]\{i} do
(i)
Pi generates random r ij ∈ Am
Parties Pi and Pj run the following two-party functionality:
(i)
Pi inputs J[σ]Ki and r ij
(i−1)
Pj inputs Jw
Kj
Pi obtains nothing
(i)
(j)
Pj obtains r ij ← J[σ]Ki (Jw(i−1) Kj ) − r ij
/* Elementwise subtraction of vectors */
(j)
(i)
Pj defines Jw Kj ← r ij
P
(i)
Pi defines Jw(i) Ki ← J[σ]Ki (Jw(i−1) Ki ) + 1≤j≤n r ij
j6=i

Return Jw(n) K

Algorithm 2: Private permutation PrivPerm

The protocol in Alg. 2 is secure (passively, against (n − 1) parties) for
the same reason the protocol in Alg. 1 is secure — any message a party receives
through the two-party functionality are uniform random vectors over A. Indeed,
each such message is masked with freshly generated randomness. The simulator
can again just replace these messages with freshly, uniformly generated elements
of A. We note that the two-party functionality we use here is the same as the
Permute+Share functionality in [10].
We also see that the protocol works. Indeed, after the i-th iteration, the
vector w(i) is equal to J[σ]Ki (J[σ]Ki−1 (· · · J[σ]K1 (v) · · · )). Its private representation
is constructed by permuting the shares of the private vector Jw(i−1) K with the
permutation J[σ]Ki . The permutation of the i-th share is held by the i-th party,
while the permutation of the j-th share (j 6= i) is shared between the i-th and
j-th parties.
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The communication complexity of the protocol, which affects the size of the
ZK proofs, is O(n2 m). Indeed, at each round (of which there are n), each party,
except for one, receives a vector of length m of elements of A. Note that for
MPC-in-the-head protocols, the round complexity is irrelevant. According to
the calculations in [17], the protocol is most efficient (considering the amount of
communication from the prover to the verifier in order to obtain a sufficiently
small soundess error) when n is minimized, i.e. n = 3.

5

Application: multiple ring signatures

For demonstrating the usefulness, consider the following application, which may
itself be part of a larger system. There are two parties, let us call them Prover
and Verifier. There are ` message digests d1 , . . . , d` , known to both of them.
There are also m ≈ ` public keys Q1 , . . . , Qm for verifying signatures, known
both to Prover and Verifier. Neither of them knows the corresponding signing
keys. The Prover knows signatures S1 , . . . , S` , such that Si is the signature of di
by one of the keys Q1 , . . . , Qm . The Prover wants to convince the verifier that
he knows these signatures, but does not want to reveal, which digest is verifiable
by which public key.
The standard tools in situations like this are group signatures [11] and ring
signatures [29]. In the latter, the signer can pick a number of public keys of other
entities, in addition to his own, such that the signature can be verified against
this set of public keys (including the public key of the signer), but does not
reveal, the owner of which public key created the signature. In an anonymizable
ring signature [22], the signing and ring creation functionalities are separated;
anyone can turn a “normal” signature into a ring signature, adding more public
keys to the set, against which the verification is done. Blazy et al. [5] showed
that anonymizable ring signatures can be built on top of Schnorr signatures [30].
Their construction is based on a ZK proof for disjunction, which is made noninteractive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic. If there are m public keys in the
ring, then the size of the signature is O(m). If we have ` messages, then we need
` signatures like that, hence their total size is O(m`).
Schnorr signatures in a group G of size p (where p is prime) with hard
Discrete Logratihm problem are defined as follows. Let g ∈ G be a fixed generator
of the group. A signing key is a random k ∈ Zp . The corresponding public
key is Q = g k . In the signing operation sig(k, d) for a message (digest) d, the
signer picks a random r ∈ Zp , computes e = H(g r , d), and s = r − ke. Here
H : G × {0, 1}∗ → Zp is a hash function, modeled as a random oracle. The
signature is the pair (s, e). The verification ver(d, Q, (s, e)) consists of checking
that e = H(g s Qe , d).
5.1

Construction

In Alg. 4 we give a protocol for the Prover to convince the Verifier that it has
a signature for each of the digests, where each signature can be verified against
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one of the given public keys. The protocol can be made non-interactive using
the Fiat-Shamir transform. In Alg. 4, the Prover will tell the verifier the blinded
version Zi of the public key Qτi for which he knows a signature (si , ei ) that
verifies against di . The blinding is done by Zi = Qλτii , where λi is a random
value. As the size of G is prime, Zi is independent of Qτi from the point of
view of the Verifier. On the other hand, the Prover, knowing the relationship,
can convince the Verifier that he knows a signature (si , ei ) wrt. Qτi , as well as
the conversion factor λi . During this conviction, the Prover sends the verifier
the value Xi , which is equal to g r for the random r that the signer used in the
signing operation. Hence Xi does not depend on Qτi , either, and opening it to
the Verifier does not help the latter to find out the value of τi .
Data: public m, ` ∈ N; public vector Q ∈ Gm
Data: private vector JλK, additively shared over Zp , where |λ| = `
dlog(m+`)e
Data: private vector Jτ K, additively shared over Z2
, where |τ | = `
Data: private permutation J[σ]K, which would sort (1, . . . , m, τ1 , . . . , τ` ) ∈ Nm+`
Result: Vector Z of length `, where Zi = Qλτii
Result: Validity check of σ
JA1 K ← Share(Q1 )
/* Shared multiplicatively over G */
dlog(m+`)e
*/
Jv1 K ← Share(1)
/* Shared additively over Z2
Jt1 K ← Share(0)
/* Shared additively over Z2 */
for i = 2 to m do
JAi K ← Share(Qi · Q−1
i−1 )
Jvi K ← Share(i)
Jti K ← Share(0)
for i = m + 1 to m + ` do
JAi K ← Share(1)
Jvi K ← Jτi−m K
Jti K ← Share(1)
JBK ← PrivPerm(JAK, J[σ]K)
JwK ← PrivPerm(JvK, J[σ]K)
JuK ← PrivPerm(JtK, J[σ]K)
foreach i ∈ [m + ` − 1] do
?

Jyi K ← (Jwi KkJui K) ≤ (Jwi+1 KkJui+1 K)
JC1 K ← JB1 K
for i = 2 to m + ` do
JCi K ← JCi−1 K · JBi K
JDK ← PrivPerm−1 (JCK, J[σ]K)
foreach i ∈ [`] do
JZi K ← JDm+i KJλi K
Return Combine(JZK), Combine(JyK)

/* Using Alg. 1 */

Algorithm 3: Internal MPC-in-the-head protocol for batch anonymizable ring
signatures

The public keys Qτ1 , . . . , Qτ` are picked out and blinded by the MPC-inthe-head protocol in Alg. 3, and the correctness of these operations is verified
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Data: P and V have Q1 , . . . , Qm ∈ G and d1 , . . . , d` ∈ {0, 1}∗
Data: P has signatures (si , ei ) for i ∈ [`]
Result: V is convinced that P has a signature for each di , with respect to one
of the public keys Qj
P finds τ1 , . . . , τ` , such that ver(di , Qτi , (si , ei )) holds for each i
P finds σ, which (stably) sorts (1, . . . , m, τ1 , . . . , τ` )
P generates a random vector λ ∈ Z`p
P → V : Zi ← Qλτii for i ∈ [`]
P and V run the IKOS protocol, executing the following multiple times:
P runs in his head the protocol in Alg. 3, with public inputs m,
`, Q, and private inputs Jτ K, J[σ]K, JλK
P commits to the views of simulated parties, V requests the opening of some of them
V checks the consistency of views, and that the output is
Z1 , . . . , Z` and a vector of true-s
foreach i ∈ [`] do
P → V : Xi ← g si Qeτii
H(X ,d )
P and V run the protocol PK{(s, v) | g s · (Zi i i )v = Xi }(si , 1/λi )

Algorithm 4: Verification of batch anonymizable ring signatures

through the IKOS construction. The picking out is done by the operations that
compute the vectors JAK, JBK, JCK, and JDK; the key Qτi is then given as Dm+i .
This part of Alg. 3 is the same as the performRead algorithm by Laud [26], and
we refer to this paper for detailed explanations. We use the permutation protocol
PrivPerm given in Alg. 2. We also use the protocol PrivPerm−1 , which permutes
the given vector with the inverse of the given private permutation J[σ]K. It works
the same way as PrivPerm, except that it uses J[σ]K−1
as the share of the i-th
i
party, and the main loop in Alg. 2 considers the parties in reverse order.
At the same time, the protocol in Alg. 3 verifies that σ is indeed the sorting
permutation. It constructs the vector JvK, applies σ to it, and verifies that the
resulting vector is sorted. We also need σ to perform stable sorting, or at least
ensure that two equal values, where the first one originates among the first m
elements of v, and the second one among the last ` elements, will not be swapped.
We use the vector u to record, where the element originated from, and append
the bit ui to the value wi as the least significant bit, in order to ensure that
the values from the first part of v are considered smaller. In order to compute
the results of comparison Jyi K, we have to compare two private values that have
been bitwise shared. We can use any digital comparator circuit for this purpose.
At the end of Alg. 3, the keys Dm+i are blinded by raising them to the
powers λi . Due to the sharings we have chosen for the elements of G, and for the
exponents (which are elements of Zp ), this operation can be performed with the
help of the multiplication protocol in Alg. 1. Indeed, the distributive laws we need
for the correctness of this protocol hold for the exponentiation ((g1 g2 )x = g1x g2x
and g x1 +x2 = g x1 g x2 ). The ability to choose the most suitable sharing scheme
for each data item, considering the operations we want to do with them, is one
of the signs of versatility of the MPC-in-the-head protocols. This is bolstered
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by the permutation protocol (Alg. 2) being agnostic with respect to the sharing
scheme chosen for the elements of the vector it is applied onto.
The computation and communication complexity of our multiple ring signature protocol is O(m + `), if we consider the group operations to have constant
complexity. When we are claiming linear complexity in total, we are also assuming log(m + `) to be constant, and the operations with bit-strings of length
log(m + `) to take constant time. We believe this to be a fair simplification,
because this value is expected to be less than log p, which characterizes the
complexity of multiplication and exponentiation in the group G. With such simplification, one instance of Alg. 3 requires O(m + `) computation and produces
a trace of the same length; this protocol has to be executed a constant number
of times in order to reduce its soundness error to acceptable levels. The rest of
Alg. 4 has linear complexity, too.
5.2

Security

We desire our protocol to have privacy and soundness. Both properties can be
stated through standard game-based definitions between the challenger (or environment) C and the adversary A. Starting with privacy, we want to state
that an honest-but-curious verifier is not able to find out, which keys were actually used to sign the message digests. This property can be easily stated as
an indistinguishability-type game; we give it in Alg. 5. We see that here the
adversary comes up with two possible assignments of messages digests to the
key that will sign them, and has to guess which assignment was actually used.
We require that the adversary follows the protocol in Alg. 4, because we only
provide privacy against an honest verifier.

C generates a random bit b and m public-private key pairs
(Q1 , q1 ), . . . , (Qm , qm )
C → A: Q1 , . . . , Qm
A comes up with digests d1 , . . . , d` , and maps π0 , π1 : [`] → [m]
C constructs signatures (si , ei ) ← sig(qπb (i) , di )
C (as Prover) and A (as honest Verifier) run Alg. 4
A comes up with a bit b∗ . A wins if b = b∗ .

Algorithm 5: Security game for privacy

Theorem 1. In the privacy game in Alg. 5, the adversary’s probability of winning is at most negligibly higher than 1/2.
Proof sketch. Except for the public keys Q1 , . . . , Qm themselves, the rest of
the view of the Verifier is independent of them, and can be generated from just
Q1 , . . . , Qm , d1 , . . . , d` . Indeed, each Zi is a random element of G. The IKOS
protocol is zero-knowledge, as long as the MPC protocol in Alg. 3 provides
privacy against a sufficient number of parties (e.g. all but one of them). The
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protocol indeed has this privacy property, because all its steps are simulatable
and the simulations can be composed; the output of the protocol is already knows
to the Verifier. The values Xi that the Verifier learns in Alg. 4 are actually the
values g ri that were constructing during the signing of the digests di ; these values
are random elements of G, independent of both the digest and the key. The final
proofs of knowledge are Zero-knowledge as well.
The soundness property is somewhat more complex to state. Here the adversary will win if the challenger accepts the signatures, while there exists a digest
that has not been signed with one of the public keys. For setting up the public
keys and the signatures, there is the preparation phase that controls the signing
operations. In this phase, the adversary can cause a new public key to be generated. Note that the adversary does not obtain the corresponding private key,
because these were supposed to be unknown to the Prover. In the preparation
phase, the adversary can also get signatures with the generated keys. Before
calling Alg. 4, the adversary can prune down the set of keys that have been
generated. While executing Alg. 4, the adversary may deviate from the protocol.

C initializes Q ← NIL, q ← NIL, n ← 0
while A stays in preparation phase do
switch A queries C with. . . do
case “generate key” do
n←n+1
C generates keypair (Qn , qn )
/* Appended to Q and q */
C initializes Dn ← ∅
C → A: Qn
case “sign d with i-th key” (1 ≤ i ≤ n) do
Di ← Di ∪ {d}
C → A: (s, e) ← sig(qi , d)
A comes up with i1 , . . . , in ∈ [m], and with digests d1 , . . . , d`
C and A redefine Q ← (Qi1 , Qi2 , . . . , Qin )
A (as Prover) and C (as Verifier) run Alg.
S 4
A wins if C accepts and {d1 , . . . , d` } 6⊆ n
j=1 Dij

Algorithm 6: Security game for soundness

Theorem 2. In the soundness game in Alg. 6, the adversary’s probability of
winning is negligible.
Proof sketch. The steps of Alg. 4 make sure that the Prover actually knows a
signature of each digest with respect to one of the public keys in Q. The IKOS
proof ensures that Zi are related to Qi (by permuting and blinding), and the
final PoK-s in Alg. 4 will verify that there exist signatures with respect to Zi as
the public keys. Combining these two, gives the signatures with respect to Qi -s.
It is indeed possible to construct a knowledge extractor, by rewinding the
Prover in the final PoK-s, as well as after it has committed to the views of
simulated parties. The extractability of the PoK-s allows the values of si and
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λi to be extracted, while the rewinding in the IKOS protocol extracts σ. The
values ei are computed as ei = H(Xi , di ).

6

Discussion

We have proposed a passively secure MPC-in-the-head protocol for permutation.
More efficient constructions of ZK proofs from MPC-in-the-head protocols are
known, if the underlying protocols with several parties are actively secure for
at least a constant fraction of the parties. Existing efficient linear secret sharing based MPC protocols [3, 14] make use of homomorphic MACs, which are
updated by each operation in the arithmetic circuit encoding the computation.
It is unclear, what would be a suitable MAC for permutation, as it would have
to have suitable homomorphic properties with respect to the application of that
permutation to a vector of values.
There exist methods to turn passively secure protocols into actively secure
protocols with the help of replication [13]. Most probably, these methods will not
help in increasing the efficiency of the resulting ZK proof, compared to the use
of the underlying passively secure protocol, because the IKOS technique would
dismantle the passive-to-active construction.
Still, our construction will be useful in encoding the relations represented in
the RAM model as ZK proofs built using the IKOS technique.
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